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Abstract

The main aim of a scam campaign is to get the maximum monetary benefit with maximum
reach and least infrastructure. This makes Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as Facebook
and Twitter prime targets for such campaigns. These campaigns propagate via two main end-
points - URLs and Phone Numbers.
In traditional phone number scams, the attackers call the victims and trick them into giving
away personally identifiable information (PII). However, we have recently seen a shift to a new
kind of scam practice. Attackers have started abusing OSNs to propagate phone numbers under
false scenarios to make the victim call the number instead. They capitalize the power of social
media as the content gets published real time on all networks at the same time around the globe.
This new type of scam practice has not been studied before. Now, since victims initiate the call,
the campaign also requires greater infrastructure such as call centers to attend to the demand.
These scams are harder to block as phone numbers change quite frequently and its subscriber
information can be kept hidden easily.
This is the first large scale characterization study that provides insights into cross platform OSN
abuse. Working on a dataset of 5 OSNs - Facebook, Google+, YouTube, Flickr and Twitter, we
use a series of clustering methods to identify various scam campaigns floating in OSNs. We fur-
ther analyze two big campaigns, namely - Tech Support and Herbal spam campaigns. We study
their behaviour, attack strategy, spread pattern and the economical impact made by such scams.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main aim of a scam campaign is to get the maximum monetary benefit with maximum

reach and least infrastructure. This makes Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as Facebook and

Twitter prime targets for such campaigns. These campaigns propagate via two main endpoints

- URLs and Phone Numbers.

In traditional phone number scams, the attackers call the victims and trick them into giving

away personally identifiable information (PII). However, we have recently seen a shift to a new

kind of scam practice. Attackers have started abusing OSNs to propagate phone numbers under

false scenarios to make the victim call the number instead. They capitalize the power of social

media as the content gets published real time on all networks at the same time around the globe.

This new type of scam practice has not been studied before. Now, since victims initiate the call,

the campaign also requires greater infrastructure such as call centers to attend to the demand.

These scams are harder to block as phone numbers change quite frequently and its subscriber

information can be kept hidden easily.

This is the first large scale characterization study that provides insights into cross platform OSN

abuse. Working on a dataset of 5 OSNs - Facebook, Google+, YouTube, Flickr and Twitter,

we use a series of clustering methods to identify various scam campaigns floating in OSNs. We

further analyze two big campaigns, namely - Tech Support and Herbal spam campaigns. We

study their behaviour, attack strategy, spread pattern and the economical impact made by such

scams. Further, we extract a list of feature vectors pertaining to the phone numbers to test

various classifiers that distinguish between malicious and benign numbers.
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Chapter 2

Dataset and Clustering

We collected data from 5 OSNs - Facebook, GooglePlus, Twitter, Youtube, Flickr. Data collec-

tion lasted from April 25, 2016 to October 19, 2016 (7 months). A total of 26 million posts were

collected. These posts contained 1,419,612 distinct phone numbers.

The task was to identify various scam campaigns that are spreading through the OSNs. We

observed that a campaign would consists of a large number of posts with a similar template.

Hence, we cluster the dataset on the basis of the propagating phone numbers, similarity of the

text posted, and the set of OSN users used. Our clustering algorithm is as follows:

1. Group posts containing the same phone number into a cluster. From this set of clusters,

we remove the clusters containing less than 10 posts.

2. Within each cluster, further cluster the posts using MinhashLSH (Jaccard Similarity) and

unigram analysis to differentiate different topics propagated by the same number.

3. Now to link the different phone numbers spreading the same campaign, we cluster the set

of clusters obtained in the previous step using the same method.

4. Finally, we link the clusters that share the same set of posting users on OSNs.

Since our dataset was too large to process in a reasonable amount of time, we had to apply

some heuristics to get a richer and smaller dataset. Out of the 26 million posts collected, we

considered the posts that were posted by a non verified account. Further we considered only the

top 1% phone numbers by volume. This reduced the dataset for the algorithm input to a set of

9 million posts.
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Chapter 3

Campaigns

Tech Support Scam Campaign

#Phone Numbers: 36

#Posts : 47,928

#OSNS : 5

#Users : 2208

Herbal Scam Campaign

#Phone Numbers: 59

#Posts : 1,123,504

#OSNS : 2

#Users : 605

Using data fetched by Twilio, we see that all the above numbers come from just 6 carriers -

1. PT. Telekomunikasi Selular

2. PT XL Axiata

3. PT Hutchison CP Telecom

4. PT INDOSAT Tbk

5. PT Smart Telecom

6. ZipWhip
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Since buying new numbers add cost to the attackers, we observe reuse of the same numbers for

most of the time frame. This can be seen in both the campaigns.

Figure 3.1: Plot of new numbers observed in the week for Herbal Cluster.

Figure 3.2: Plot of new numbers observed in the week for Tech Support Cluster.

Posting Pattern

The tech support scam was propagated on all 5 social networks. We wanted to see the spread

pattern of the campaign numbers over these OSNs. We plot the posting pattern of the campaign

on the basis of social networks as well as phone numbers. In both findings, we observe that the

whole campaign follows a distinct posting pattern.

This enforces the intuition that the numbers are being propagated by the same network of

attackers.
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Figure 3.3: Posting pattern of campaign on different social networks for Tech Support Cluster.

Figure 3.4: Posting pattern per number for the Tech Support Campaign.

Figure 3.5: A similar posting pattern is seen in the Herbal cluster.
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Long Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks

Further, we apply Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks to try and predict the

time series pattern of posting of the two campaigns. For both campaigns, we use 66% of the

dataset as our training data for our neural network. The rest 33% of the dataset if used as

the training data. The network has a visible layer with 1 input, a hidden layer with 4 LSTM

blocks or neurons, and an output layer that makes a single value prediction. The default sigmoid

activation function is used for the LSTM blocks. The network is trained for 100 epochs and a

batch size of 1 is used.

The blue line shows the actual time series of the Tech Support campaign. The green and red

lines show our predicted value of the posts.

Train Score: RMSE = 180.74

Test Score : RMSE = 156.9

Figure 3.6: LSTM prediction for Tech Support Campaign
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Similarly for the Herbal scam campaign:

Train Score : RMSE = 2039.06

Test Score : RMSE = 2388.90

Figure 3.7: LSTM prediction for Herbal Campaign

Campaign Features and Classifier

The final goal of the characterization is to identify various properties and attributes of the

campaign that helps in classifying a post of a number as malicious or not. For our tests, we

collect a list of 51 features for a campaign. These features include no. of posts on twitter, ratio

between friends and followers, age of account, average urls, hashtags and mentions on OSNS,

no. of phone numbers participating in the campaign, etc.

NOTE: For all subsequent tests, we use 80% of the feature vectors as the training data and 20%

as the testing set.

The list of features is reduced by identifying the important features. This is done by applying

Recursive Feature Elimination using the Logistics Regression model. The top most important

features came out to be -

1. No. of distinct phone numbers

2. No. of distinct users on OSNs

3. No. of posts on Twitter

4. No. of OSNs the campaign is spread on
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5. No. of urls posted by the campaign

We tested 7 classifiers based on our list of feature vectors to classify a number as malicious

or benign. As we can see, the Gaussian NB classifier gave the best accuracy and precision of

85.29% and 0.88 respectively.

Figure 3.8: Table showing results of various classifiers tested.

Future Work

Future developments regarding this would include:

1. Optimize the LSTM Neural Network to give the least possible error.

2. Optimize of classifier and feature list for better accuracy of the classifier.
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